Abstract-In this paper, we propose a method for combining audio and video for segmentation and classification. The objective of segmentation is to detect category change point such as news followed by advertisement. The classification system classify the audio and video data into one of the predefined categories such as news, advertisement, sports, serial and movies. Automatic audio-video classification is very useful to audio-video indexing, content based audio-video retrieval. Mel frequency cepstral coefficients is used as acoustic features and color histogram is used as visual features for segmentation and classification. Support vector machine (SVM) is used for both segmentation and classification. The experiments on different genres illustrate the results of classification are significant. Experimental results of audio classification evidence and video are combined using weighted sum rule for audio-video based segmentation and classification.
INTRODUCTION
In this era of growmg information technology, the information is flooding in the form of audio, video, text and audiovisual. Real time broadcasters as well as commercial broadcasters are enabled with devices to easily broadcast and store multimedia contents. This data, once broadcast and stored, are not changed for any case. Manual handling of this data is impractical for real time campaigning applications because of its increasingly large volume.
Hence, it is important to have a method of automatically index multimedia data for targeting and commercial broadcasting application based on multimedia contents. Segmentation and classification of data into different categories is one important step for building such systems. Our main objective in this paper is to combine the results of audio-video for segmentation and classification.
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RELATED WORK

Audio Classification
Lastfewdecades,therehavebeenmanystudieson automaticaudio andvideoclassificationand segmentation using several features and techniques. In [1], a generic audio classification approach for multimedia indexing and retrivel method is described. unsupervised speaker segmentation with residual phase and MFCC features is given in [2] . The method described in [3] uses content-based audio classification and segmentation by using support vector machines. The work in [4] speech/music segmentation using entropy and dynamism in a HMM classification framework. The technique described in [5] developed a reference platform for generic audio classification. In [6] audio classification system is proposed using SVM and RBFNN. The perceptual approach is used for automatic music genre classification based on spectral and cepstral features in [7] . A hierarchy based approach for video classification using a tree-based RBF network is described in [8] . In [9] a method is proposed for video classification using normalized information distance. Visual data base can be perceptual and categorized into different genres in [10].
The technique described in [11] uses combining multiple evidences for video classification. In [12] the authors address the problem of video genres classification for the five classes with a set of visual features, and SVM is used for classification. Huge literature reports can be obtained for automatic video classification in [13] . Several audio-visual features have been described in [14] for characterizing semantic content in multimedia. The edge based feature, namely, the percentage of edge pixels, is extracted from each key frame for classifying a given sports video into one of the five categories, namely, badminton, soccer, basket ball, tennis and figure skating techniques in [15] . A feature, called motion texture, is derived from motion field between video frames, either in optical flow field or in motion vector field in [16] . In [17] GMM is used to model low level audio/video feature for the classification of five different categories namely, sports, cartoon, news, commercial,andmusic. An average correct classification rate of 86.5% is achieved with one hour of records per genre, consisting of continuous sequences of five minutes each and 40 second decision window. Combining the evidence obtained from several complementary classifiers can improve performance based on the literature shown in [18] and [19] . In [20] asurveyofaudiobasedmusicclassificationand annotation is described. Then, in [21] a survey on visual content based video indexing and retrieval shows huge information on video. A effective algorithm for unsupervised speaker segmentation using AANN is described in [2] . In [22] a robust speaker change detection algorithm is proposed. Evaluation of classification techniques for audio indexing is described in [23] . In [24] a ICCCNT'12 26 th _28 th July 2012, Coimbatore, India hybrid approach is presented for audio segmentation. Acoustic, strategies for automatic segmentation are described in [25] . In [26] unsupervised speaker change detection using SVM misclassification rate is described. Automatic segmentation, c1assificationandclusteringof broadcast news audio is given in [27] .
OUTLINE OF THE WORK
In this paper, evidence from audio and video are combined for segmentation and classification. Fig. 1 , shows the block diagram of audio and video based segmentation and classification. The paper is organized as follows: Acoustic and visual feature extractions are described in Section II. Modeling techniques used for segmentation and classification are described in Section III. Segmentation and classification methods are given in Section IV and V respectively. Experimental results are reported in Section VI. Finally, conclusion is given in Section VII. 
A. Acoustic Feature Extraction
MFCC is perceptually motivated representation defined as the cepstrum of a windowed short-time signal. A non-linear mel frequency scale is used which approximates the behavior of the auditory system. The MFCC is based on the extraction of the signal energy with-in critical frequency bands by means of a series of triangular filters. Whose centre frequencies are spaced according to melscale. The mel-cepstrum exploits auditory principles as well as the decorrelating property of the cepstrum [2] . Fig. 2 . illustrates the computation of MFCC features for a segment of audio signal which is described as follows: The mel-frequency cepstrum has proven to be highly effective in recognizing structure of music signals and in modeling the subjective pitch and frequency content of audio signals.
Psychophysical studies have found the phenomena of the mel pitch scale and the critical band, and the frequency scale warping to the mel scale has led to the cepstrum domain represen tati on.
The mel scale is defined as
Where Fme/ is the logarithmic scale of normal frequency scale. The mel-cepstral features can be illustrated by the MFCCs, which are computed from the fast Fourier transform (FFT) power coefficients. The power coefficients are filtered by a triangular bandpass filter bank. When c in (1) is in the range of 250 -350, the number of triangular filters that fall in the frequency range 200 -1200 Hz (i.e.,the frequency range of dominant audio information) is higher than the other values of c. Therefore, it is efficient to set the value of c in that range for calculating MFCCs. Denoting the output of the filter bank by Sk (k = 1, 2, ... ,K), the MFCCs are calculated as
. Extraction of MFCC from audio signal
MFCCs are short-term spectral features as described above and are widely used in the area of audio and speech processing. To obtain MFCCs [2] , the audio signals were segmented and windowed into short frames of n samples. Magnitude spectrum was computed for each of these frames using fast Fourier transform (FFT) and converted into a set of mel scale filter bank outputs.
Logarithm was applied to the filter bank outputs followed by discrete cosine transformation to obtain the MFCCs. For each audio signal we arrived at 39 features. This number, 39, is computed from the length of the parameterized static vector 13, plusthedelta coefficients 13, plus the acceleration coefficients The SVM method is based on structural risk minimization principle and finds the best balance between the model complexity and learning ability according to the limited sample of information. The basic idea is to find the optimal separable hyper-plane that not only separates the two classes without error, but makes the largest interval between them. SYM transforms input vectors into a high-dimensional feature space using a non-linear transformation, and then to do a linear separation in feature space as shown in Fig. 4 . Support vector machine (SYM) can be used for classifying the obtained data (Burges, 1998). SYMs are a set of related supervised learning methods used for classification and regression. 
A decision function g (x) that can correctly classify an input pattern x that is not necessarily from the training set. A linear SYM is used to classify data sets which are linearly separable. The SVM linear classifier tries to maximize the margin between the separating hyperplane. The patterns lying on the maximal margins are called support vectors. Such a hyperplane with maximum margin is called maximum margin hyperplane [28] . In case of linear SYM, the discriminate function is of the form:
causes the largest separation between the decision function values from the two classes. Now the total width between two margins is ** which is to be maximized. Mathematically, this hyperplane can be found by minimizing the following cost function: 
Equivalently, these constraints can be rewritten more compactly as
For the linearly separable case, the decision rules defined by an optimal hyperplane separating the binary decision classes are given in the following equation in terms of the support vectors:
where Y is the outcome, yi is the class value of the training example and xi represents the inner product. The vector corresponds to an input and the vectors xi, i = 1, ... ,Ns, are the support vectors. In Eq. 6, b and i are parameters that determine the hyperplane.
A non-linear support vector classifier implementing the optimal separating hyperplane in the feature space with a kernel function K(x ; , x new ) is given by (9) The SYM has two layers. During the learning process, the first layer selects the basis K(xi, xnew), i = 1, 2, ... ,N, from the given set of bases defined by the kernel; the second layer constructs a linear function in this space. This is completely equivalent to constructing the optimal hyperplane in the corresponding feature space.
The SVM algorithm can construct a variety of learning machines by use of different kernel functions. Three kinds of kernel functions are usually used. They are 
A. Audio and Video Segmentation using SVM
The proposed audio (video) segmentation uses a sliding window of about I sec assuming the category change point occurs in the middle of the window. The sliding window is initially placed at the left end of the audio (video) signal. The SVM is trained to c1assity the feature vectors in the left half of the window, and the feature vectors in the right half of the window and it is shown in Fig. 5 . The SVM is tested with all these feature vectors. A low misclassification or a high correct classification rate indicated a category change point such as news to advertisement because the SVM is able to discriminate the two c1asses.SVM training and testing are repeated by moving the window with a shift of 80 msec until it reaches the right end of the audio (video) signal. ComT;mmg u�o-V.�io for ;gegme:ft'atlOn
The evidence from audio and video segmentation are combined using weighted sum rule. The audio and video based misclassification rate obtained from SVM are combined using:
Where rna, m", rna" are misclassification rate for audio, video, andcombinedaudio-videorespectively.
V. Audio Video Classification
A. Audio and video Classification using SVM Support vector machine is trained to distinguish acoustic (visual) features of a category from all other categories. One SVM is created for each category. For testing, acoustic (visual) features are given as input to the SVM models and the distance between each of the feature vectors and the SVM hyperplane is obtained. The average distance is calculated for each model. The category of audio is decided based on the maximum distance.
B. Combining Audio and Video for Classification
The evidence from audio and video classifications are combined using weighted sum rule. The audio and video classification results obtained from SVM are combined using:
C; -Category label for i 'h audio frame.
C: -Category label for i 'h video frame.
vj -video based score for t category.
aj -audio based score for j th category.
mj -Combined audio and video based score for j th category.
c -number of categories.
n -number of audio frames.
p -number of video frames.
w -weight
The category is decided based on the highest m j .
VI. Experimental Results
Performance of the proposed audio-video segmentation and classification system is evaluated using the TV broadcast program audio-video data collected from various channels, comprising different durations of audio-video ranging from five seconds to one hour. The recording consist of news followed by sports etc., and the audio is sample at 8KHz with 16-bits per sampled. Video is recorded with the resolution 320 x 240 at 25 iPs.
The acoustic feature MFCC is extracted as described in Section 2.1. The color histogram features are extracted as described in Section II.B. A frame size of 20 ms and a frame shift of 10 ms is used .
Experiments are carried out as described in Section IV.
For classification, the experiments are conducted as described in Section V. The confusion matrix for audio-video classification using SVM is given in Table 1 . The overall performance for classification is reported in Fig. 6 . Table 1 Confusion matrix for audio-video classification using SVM (in %) -------------------------- In this paper, a method was proposed for combining audio and video data for segmentation and classification. In this work mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and color-histogram are used as acoustic and visual features, respectively. The Support vector machine (SYM) is used for modeling the features. The evidence from audio and video are combined using weighted sum rule used for both segmentation classification.
